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double ＊level1 , level2[ 1] , ＊length;
mxArray ＊Level1 , ＊Level2 , ＊N , ＊Length;
mxArray ＊Signal , ＊SignalMax , ＊SignalMin;
mxArray ＊AppSignal , ＊AppSignalMax , ＊AppSignalMin;





























double buffer[ 1] ;
buffer[ 0] =i;
N=mxCreateDoubleMatrix(1 ,1 ,mxREAL);
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Development of Wavelet Transform Based on Visual C++
WANG Xing-hai1 ,XU Min1 , C.T.Tse2
(1.School of Electrical Engineering , Zhengzhou University , Zhengzhou 450002;
2.Department of Electric Engineering , The Hong Kong Polytechnic University ,China)
　　Abstract:　A method of calling the engine function of MATLAB from Visual C++ is introduced in this paper.In the
development of application software products , this method makes it possible to fully explore the potential of Visual C++ in
generating user graphic interfaces and drawing graphics and that of MATLAB in performing numerical computations.The tech-
nique has also been used in the design of wavelet transform with a satisfactory effect obtained.
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Analysis of the Structure of BOM with Directed Graph
LIU Zong-dou1 , 2 ,DENG Si-er1
(1.Henan University of Science and Technology , Luoyang　471039;
2.Xuchang Tobacco Machinery Co.,Ltd., Xuchang 461000 , China)
　　Abstract:　This paper describes the level and the tree shape structure of BOM and simply analizes the structure model of
BOM in a digraph law , by analysing and explaining the relevant traditional concept of product structure with the basic directed
graph , We have put forward a new idea to use the critical path method in the production plan of enterprise.
Key words:　BOM;directed graph;critical path method
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